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The conformation and correlations of amphiphilic and antimicrobial peptides and the associated changes of lipid bilayers can be studied in
oriented lipid membranes deposited on solid substrates. Here we review recent work on these systems, as studied by modern interface-sensitive X-
ray and neutron scattering methods. Density profile, short range order of acyl chains and molecular conformations of peptides and lipids are
probed in the fluid state of the bilayer. With an emphasis on technical aspects, we review recent work illustrating the potential of the methods and
discuss its potential in the field.
© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Antimicrobial peptides are membrane active polypeptides
with important functions in the innate host-defense system of
many organisms [1–8]. The structural mechanisms underlying
their mode of action requires improved structural characteriza-
tion on the molecular scale. Some of the structural models
discussed in the literature are highlighted in Fig. 1. Due to their
relative structural simplicity, antimicrobial peptides may also
serve as a testing ground for different experimental techniques.
Antimicrobial peptides are amphiphilic polypeptides of typi-
cally in between 20 and 40 amino acid residues, with well
defined secondary structures formed by the interaction with the
lipid bilayer. It has been shown that antimicrobial peptides
interact directly with the microbial cell membranes rather than
with specific membrane proteins, subsequently causing an
increase in membrane permeability and cell lysis. The first
antimicrobial peptide discovered in vertebrates is magainin,
expressed in the intestines and the skin of the frog Xenopus
laevis. Antimicrobial peptides like magainin attack bacterial cell
walls but leave the plasma membranes of mammalian cells
intact. Other examples of seemingly similar peptides are
cytolytic also to mammalian cells, like the well known
alamethicin of the fungus Trichoderma viride. The interaction
of phospholipid membranes with antimicrobial peptides is also
pharmaceutically relevant [9]. The understanding of peptide
function in the natural organism should be accompanied by
structural characterization of the peptides in model systemsFig. 1. Sketch of different models describing the functional mechanisms and underlyi
in the literature. (top, left) The α-helical conformation of magainin with its hydroph
along with the representation as a amphiphilic cylinder. (bottom, left) The worm-hole
antimicrobial peptides with the hydrophobic side groups anchored in the hydrophob
alamethicin. (bottom, right) Carpet model: antimicrobial peptides crowding in the Scomposed of only a few, controlled molecular components, e.g.,
hydrated phospholipid membranes consisting of only one
synthetic lipid component and peptides at varied molar
peptide-to-lipid ratio P/L.
Structural characterization of amphiphilic peptides in fluid
membranes is an experimental challenge. Secondary structure,
orientation and tilt e.g. of an helical axis, oligomerization of the
peptides, localization of individual residues all need to be
addressed. At the same time, the structural effects which the
peptides cause on the lipid bilayer are important for the
interaction and needs to be elucidated. While it is clear that no
single technique can give complete structural information on
these multi-component and fluid systems, the potential of
interface-sensitive X-ray and neutron scattering methods has
been explored in recent years. X-ray scattering of isotropically
suspended multilamellar solutions is a well-known method to
probe membrane structure and the lipid–peptide interaction
[10,11]. However, due to orientational averaging, no precise
distinction between lateral and vertical momentum transfer can
be made. Here we review recent scattering studies on aligned
membranes which are characterized by a high degree of
orientation (low mosaicity) typically on the order of 0.01
degrees. This allows for a precise distinction between the
scattering vector component normal qz and parallel q∥ to the
bilayer, see Fig. 2, opening up a way to study biologically
relevant questions associated with the lateral structural
organization of peptides in the lipid bilayers. Thus, by
orientation of the bilayers on the substrate, fluid membranesng structure of antimicrobial peptides interacting with lipid bilayers, as discussed
ilic and hydrophobic sides of the helix, as quantified by helical wheel analysis,
pore model as proposed for magainin. (top, center and right) Surface (S) state of
ic core of the bilayer. (bottom, center) Barrel-stave pore model, as proposed for
state, and leading subsequently to micellation.
Fig. 2. (A) Schematic of the reciprocal space of multilamellar membranes as a function of parallel and normal components of the momentum transfer (Yq ). The
following regions and techniques can be distinguished: (a) specular reflectivity (qz-axis), (b) non-specular reflectivity of the diffuse Bragg sheets, (c) the acyl chain
correlation maximum, (d) the helix maximum of a transmembrane α-helix, and (e) the region where super-structure peaks can be observed upon ordering of peptides in
the plane of the bilayer. (B) Scattering distribution of pure DMPC in the gel phase (without antimicrobial peptides), measured with an image plate detector at 70 keV
photon energy (see text). The intensities are scaled logarithmically in grey shades. The upper right peak is a Bragg peak tail of the silicon wafer used to align the
multilamellar stack. Insert: scattering geometry with the incident, reflected and diffracted beams at grazing angles.
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thermodynamically preferred state can be probed. Note that in
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) studies of fluid mem-
branes containing antimicrobial peptides, alignment of mem-
branes has also been an important advancement [12–14].
Due to the multilamellar state these samples provide a
tremendous amplification of the scattering signal, compared to
single bilayer preparations. Lipid bilayers can be considered as
well suited model systems for biological membranes, in
particular also regarding insertion and conformation of
membrane-bound polypeptides. Note, that binding of antimi-
crobial peptides can also be investigated in monolayers at the
air–water interface [15], while insertion and lateral organization
needs the full bilayer as a model system. Aligned multilamellar
stacks or films of lipid membranes can be prepared using the
classical procedure of spreading lipids (and peptides) from
solution [16], as free standing films [17], or by more recent
schemes with a better control of the total number of bilayers N
by spin-coating the solutions [18]. From scattering experiments
on aligned lipid films, information can be typically extracted in
several ways, see Fig. 2(A): (a) The vertical density profile of
the bilayers ρ(z) (averaged in the xy-plane) can be determined
from least-square fitting of the specular reflectivity curve. (b)
Diffuse scattering reflects the lateral inhomogeneities on
mesoscopic length scales between a few nm up to a few μm.
(c) The lateral membrane structure on molecular length scales is
accessible in the setup of grazing incidence diffraction (GID),
where the detector is moved out of the plane of incidence at
grazing incidence and exit angles, see Fig. 2(B). (d) The
membrane peptide or protein conformation and secondarystructure can be inferred from the low signal of the molecular
form factors if detectable (e.g. for a transmembrane helix). (e)
Lateral correlations and in-plane ordering of peptides and
proteins in the plane of the bilayer can be detected and
characterized from super-structure peaks in the small-angle
region, in the setup of grazing incidence small-angle scattering
(GISAXS) or in transmission geometry under appropriate
choice of the sample tilt angles.
Here we concentrate on the two well-known peptides
alamethicin and magainin 2 in various lipids and lipid mixtures,
but of course the experimental approach can be applied to other
membrane-active and antimicrobial peptides alike. Most, but
not all of the data has been published in original papers before.
It is representative of a large body of experiments carried out in
the course of the last years. The present compilation is however
far from complete, and cannot give a complete account of all
scattering studies in our, let alone other laboratories. Alamethi-
cin is a 20 amino acid peptide from the fungus Trichoderma
viride, reviewed in [1,2,19–21]. Together with hypelcins,
trichorzianins and zervamicins it belongs to a class called
peptaibols [21,22], which have similar structure and are also
known to exhibit channel activity. Alamethicin is rich in
hydrophobic amino acids, in particular α-methylalanine (Ala)
and in the amino acid α-aminoisobutyric acid (Aib), which
supports the helical conformation. The sequence is Ac-Aib-Pro-
Aib-Ala-Aib-Ala-Gln-Aib-Val-Aib-Gly-Leu-Aib-Pro-Val-Aib-
Aib-Glu-Gln-Phl-OH. The crystal structure of alamethicin was
solved over 20 years ago by Fox and Richards by X-ray
crystallography [23]. In helical conformation the length of the
molecule is 33 Å, the Pro14 residue acts as a bend in the helix.
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of techniques. The peptide binds strongly to lipid bilayers and
forms voltage-dependent, mildly cation selective channels [24–
28], which act as rectifiers [29]. It inserts via its N-terminus in
response to an external voltage. However, the mechanism for
the channel gating is not completely clear. The dipole moment
of about 75 Debye=16 eÅ [27] corresponds to a net+1/2 charge
at the N- and a −1/2 charge at the C-terminus of the helix. Many
experiments suggest that alamethicin assumes transmembrane
orientation, with its N-terminus partially buried in the hydro-
phobic region of the lipid chains, while the C-terminus is
supposed to be hydrogen bonded to the water or the lipid head
groups [30–35]. The channel activity occurs in discrete,
multilevel conductances. This supports the ‘barrel-stave’ or
torrodoiral model for the channel structure in which the discrete
conductance steps result from a varying number of pore-
forming peptides [36,25,37,38]. The open alamethicin pore has
been suggested to consist of 3–11 parallel helical molecules
arranged around a water filled pore, depending on the hydration
and the lipid [39,40]. Alamethicin in lipid bilayers has also been
extensively studied by Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations
[41,42,35,43]. The most stable pore model was found to be the
hexamer [44,45]. Experimentally, pores consisting of about 8–9
monomers with a central water pore of about 18 Å in diameter,
have been inferred from a pore–pore correlation peak in neutron
scattering of aligned DLPC membranes [46]. NMR studies
showed that in DMPC membranes, alamethicin occurs in the
transmembrane configuration with a helical tilt angle of 10–20°
to match the hydrophobic thickness of the bilayer [47].
However, the detailed structure of the channel is still under
debate [48,49], and the majority of peptides is not always in the
oligomeric channel state. In fact, the conformation of peptides
in lipid membranes was found to be very sensitive to
environmental parameters like the temperature, humidity and
peptide-to-lipid-concentration (P/L). NMR studies showed that
the degree of helicity in the presence of lipid bilayers depends
on the physical state of the lipid, (P/L), and the presence of
transmembrane potentials [1]. By oriented circular dichroism
and X-ray diffraction experiments, He et al. [50] demonstrated
that up to a critical lipid–peptide ratio which is lipid dependent,
alamethicin adsorbs on the membrane surface, resulting in a
thinning of the membrane. At a concentration of P/L=1/15 or
higher all peptides adopt the transmembrane state. Circular
dichroism spectroscopy experiments on alamethicin in DOPC
membranes have shown that at lower temperatures alamethicin
forms membrane spanning channels while monomeric states are
favored at higher temperatures [51]. With increasing tempera-
ture the helix starts to partially unfold. Since the Ala residues
stabilize the helical structure, the N-terminus is more stable than
the C-terminus [52].
The second amphiphilic peptide addressed here is the 23-
residue peptide magainin from the granular gland of the skin
of the African clawed frog Xenopus laevis, discovered by
Zasloff [53]. Its broad bacteriocidal, fungicidal and virucidal
activities helps to protect the host organism from infection.
Similar amphiphatic and antimicrobial peptides were dis-
covered subsequently in many vertebrate species. Severalstudies in the literature have led to the following picture:
magainins interact directly with the microbial cell membrane
rather than with specific membrane proteins [54], subse-
quently causing an increase in membrane permeability and
leading to cell lysis. The mode of interaction is strongly
dependent on physiochemical properties [55], not only of the
peptide, but also of the target membrane. By NMR spectro-
scopy, magainins were shown to be random coiled in aqueous
solution and to assume right-handed α-helical conformations
in the presence of phospholipid bilayers or organic solvents
(reviewed in [1]). Helical wheel analysis of the 23 residue
sequence GIGKFLHSAKKFGKAFVGEIMNS shows one
side of the helix to be hydrophobic and positively charged
(4 positive net charges per molecule at neutral pH) while the
other is hydrophilic and cationic. Therefore, a parallel binding
state with the hydrophobic side groups indented into the lipid
chain region seems plausible. Ludtke et al. have reported a
transition from a parallel state of the helical axis at low and
medium peptide concentration to a normal orientation
interpreted as part of an oligomeric channel forming process
[56], see Fig. 1. Furthermore, the authors report a phase of
highly correlated, hard-disk-like oligomeric channels in
charged binary lipid system DMPC/DMPG, as deduced
from a sharp interference maximum observed by in-plane
neutron scattering [57,58].
This introduction is followed by section 2 describing the
model systems and sample preparation, as well as experi-
mental details. Section 3 addresses the vertical density profiles
of the lipid–peptidemodel systems as derived from X-ray
reflectivity. Section 4 presents results on the acyl chain
packing as a function of peptide concentration. Section 5
addresses peptide conformation and secondary structure, while
section 6 is concerned with lateral correlations of peptides and
pore structures, before the paper concludes with a brief
outlook.
2. Sample preparation and model systems
1,2-Dilauroyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DLPC), 1,2-
dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DMPC), 1,2-
dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine (DMPE)
1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-[phospho-rac-(1-glycerol)]
(DMPG), 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DOPC),
1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DPPC), 1,2-
oleoyl-palmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphatidylcholine (OPPC) and
1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (POPC) and
all other lipids were purchased from Avanti lipids (Avanti Polar
Lipids, Inc. 700 Industrial Park Drive Alabaster, Alabama
35007-9105; USA). The purity of these are claimed to be 99%
and the lipids were used without further purifications. Chloro-
form and 2-2-2-trifluoroethanol (TFE) (purity : 99.8%) were
purchased from Sigma (Germany). The peptide magainin2
amide (GIGKFLHSAKK FGKAFVGEIMNS) was synthesized
by solid-phase peptide synthesis and for the first studies kindly
provided by B. Bechinger and coworkers [2]. For later studies,
magainin2 (product number: M7402) and alamethicin (XXPX
AX AQXV XGLX PV XXEQ) (product number: A4665) were
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is denoted below simply as magainin.
2.1. Aligned multilamellar bilayers
Multilamellar bilayers were prepared on cleaned silicon or
glass wafers by spreading from organic solution, similar to the
procedure first described by Seul and Sammon [16], as
specified in the original papers cited here. In general, the
challenge is to simultaneously meet the solvation and
wettability requirements. For sample deposition the substrates
were cleaned by different protocols. After a number of
variations, a simple protocol consisting of two 15 min cycles
of ultrasonic cleaning in methanol, followed by two 15 min
cycles in ultrapure water (specific resistivity≥18 MΩ cm,
Millipore, Bedford, MA), and drying under nitrogen flow, was
used to achieve hydrophobic silicon surface. To achieve
hydrophilic termination of the wafers, they were subsequently
rendered hydrophilic by etching in a plasma cleaner (Harrick
Scientific, NY) for 30 s, or alternatively by a KOH etch. In this
case saturated KOH solution in ethanol was used for silicon, or
5 molar KOH/water solution for glass or quartz). The lipid and
peptide components were co-dissolved in the desired propor-
tions (molar ratio P/L) in (i) 2-propanol, (ii) 2-2-2-trifluor-
oethanol (TFE) and (iii) 1:1 Chloroform:TFE mixtures,
depending on the lipid and peptide, at total concentrations
between 4 and 20 mg/ml, depending on the total mass to be
deposited. A drop of 0.1 ml was then carefully spread onto
well-leveled and cleaned Si (100) or glass substrates of
typically 15×25 mm2 yielding average film thicknesses of
about D≃5–10 μm. The spread solution was allowed to dry
only very slowly to prevent film rupture and dewetting. The
films were then exposed to high vacuum over several hours in
order to remove all traces of solvent and subsequently
rehydrated in a hydration chamber. In all cases, the mosaicity
was typically better than 0.02°. To monitor sample quality, we
used light microscopy, e.g. in DIC and polarization contrast to
image the samples after deposition, mainly in the dry state. In
general, TFE:chloroform mixtures gave the best results, i.e. the
smallest number of defects [59].
2.2. Sample environment
Before addressing peptide–lipid interaction, it is important
to understand the phase diagram, the structure, the interac-
tions and the thermal stability of films composed of pure lipid
membranes. The corresponding sample environment for
control of temperature, humidity, and other control parameters
(osmotic pressure, electrical fields) is available, and sample
environment for the control of temperature, humidity, and
possibly other parameters (osmotic pressure, electrical fields
etc.) can generally be made compatible with the X-ray
experiments. Note, however, while simple in principle,
sample environment needs to be given some careful
considerations. For example, it was long taken for granted
that uncharged membranes could not be swollen to their
equilibrium periodicity do in water vapor, even if the watervapor was (nominally) at 100% relative humidity. This
phenomenon had been termed the vapor pressure paradox,
but was subsequently demonstrated to result from small
temperature gradients in the sample chamber [60], making
initial explanations obsolete. For the reflectivity measure-
ments shown here, the sample chamber consisted of two
stainless steel cylinders with kapton windows. The chamber
was cooled or heated by a flow of oil or 1:2 glycol:water
mixtures from a temperature-controlled reservoir (Julabo,
Germany). The samples were mounted in an inner chamber
with a water reservoir to keep the relative humidity close to
100%. The temperature was measured in most cases in the
inner chamber by a Pt100 sensor, showing a stability of better
than 0.03 K over several hours. A sensor for relative humidity
(HIH-3610-003, Honeywell, Freeport, IL) was additionally
installed, but in most cases failed to give reproducible results
near 100% relative humidity. In most of our measurements,
uncharged membranes could not be swollen to their
equilibrium periodicity d0 in water vapor, even if the vapor
was (nominally) at 100% relative humidity. This results from
small temperature gradients in the sample chamber [60]. In
practice, we took the membrane periodicity d of pure DMPC
as a control of the humidity at a given temperature and
chamber mounting. It is also possible to study solid-supported
lipid films immersed in excess water [61]. This is of interest
for two reasons: firstly, excess water warrants the physiolo-
gically relevant condition of full hydration. Secondly,
membrane-active molecules can be adsorbed directly from
the solution. However, films in excess water are unstable in
the absence of osmotic agents (stressors). A thermal
unbinding transition was observed [61,62], from a substrate-
bound, multilamellar state at low temperatures to a state of
freely dispersed bilayers in water at high temperatures.
Unbinding can be suppressed (and the films thus stabilized)
by adding an osmotic stressor to the excess water. The control
of the periodicity d can be achieved by the use of excess
polymer solutions as osmotic stressors, and the equation of
state can be determined [18,63]. For charged systems, mixing
of the bilayers and stressor polymers can be avoided by using
polyelectrolytes of the same charge as the lipids. For
reflectivity measurements we have also used samples
immersed in water for two series of DMPC/Alamethicin at
different osmotic pressures, using as osmotic stressor solu-
tions of (i) 31% PEG solution (molecular weight 20,000),
with 100 mM NaCl, and (ii) 14.2% PEG at zero salt.
2.3. X-ray reflectivity and scattering
For the X-ray reflectivity measurements, the incident beam
with wave vector ki has to be collimated to less than a few
hundredths of a degree and directed onto the sample at a
glancing incidence angle αi. The reflected intensity is then
measured as a function of αi under specular conditions, i.e. at
an exit angle αf =αi and out-of-plane angle 2θ=0, with the
wave vector of the exit beam denoted by kf. Thus, the
momentum transfer of the elastic scattering q=kf−ki is
always along qz, with the z-axis parallel to the sample
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(diffuse or non-specular scattering) results in a component q∥
parallel to the sample surface. Reflectivity measurements
presented here were carried out at three different experimental
stations: (i) At a high resolution in-house rotating anode
reflectometer, equipped with a channel-cut Ge(110) mono-
chromator selecting the Cu Kα1 radiation, a z-axis diffract-
ometer and a standard NaI scintillation counter. (ii) At the
bending magnet beamline D4 of HA-SYLAB/DESY using
photon energies of 20 keV. (iii) At the undulator station ID1
of ESRF Grenoble using photon energies of 19 keV.
Incidence and exit beams are defined by various slits. Typically,
the reflectivity can be recorded over seven to eight orders of
magnitude, after correction for diffuse scattering background, as
measured in an offset scan. In order to get correct results when
fitting the reflectivity, the correction for diffuse background at
higher angles is essential. Beyond background subtraction, the
diffuse (non-specular) scattering component contains valuable
information on the lateral membrane structure on mesoscopic
length scales, in particular the height fluctuations as quantified
by the height-height self- and cross-correlation functions [64].
The specific experimental details regarding photon energy,
resolution, instrumental settings have been varied and are
specified in the original publications. For the X-ray scattering
experiments and reciprocal space mappings, we used several
instrumental station of synchrotron radiation: D4 bending
magnet of HASYLAB/DESY, mostly tuned to a photon
energies of 20 keV, the undulator station ID1 of ESRF
Grenoble, the BW2 and the high energy wiggler BW5, both
at Hasylab, Hamburg. Details are given in [65] and other
original publications. For the high energy BW5 experiment, the
photon energy was set to E=70 keV, i.e. λ=0.177 Å. At this
energy, a large area of reciprocal space can be probed
simultaneously, without scanning. Note that the curvature of
the Ewald sphere is small for these energies, and the two-
dimensional image plate camera give a quasi-orthogonal image
of reciprocal space. For some exposures shown here, the angle
between the incident beam and the sample surface was
αi =0.22°. Two-dimensional reciprocal space images were
taken with a MAR345 placed 1300 mm behind the samples.
With this setup a the pixel size of (2.7·10−3Å−1)2 was achieved.
The exposure time was 300 s for each picture taken.
3. Density profile of fluid bilayers with antimicrobial
peptides
In recent years, we have carried out reflectivity
measurements on magainin and alamethicin in model
membranes composed of pure phospholipids and different
lipid mixtures [66]. The reflectivity curves have been
analyzed with least-square fits over the full qz-range, to
determine the laterally averaged density profile ρ(z) as a
function of P/L. While the complete results will be
presented in a forthcoming publication (C. Li et al., to be
published), we give an brief summary of the work in this
section. The initial goal was to determine the position of the
peptides and their conformation from changes in ρ(z).However, the direct changes in the density profile due to the
peptides themselves are difficult to distinguish from the
indirect changes which the peptides impose on the lipid
bilayers. The absolute scaling of the intensity to the total
external reflection and the critical angle αc provide two
extra parameters which make it possible to determination the
electronic density profile on an absolute scale [electrons/Å3].
Since the full qz-range is used for data analysis by fitting
the reflectivity curve to a parameterized model ρ(z) [67], a
reasonable resolution in ρ(z) can be reached also for fully
hydrated systems, in particular if the thermal fluctuations are
taken into account [68].
In most studies of oriented bilayers, only the integrated
Bragg peaks of the multilamellar samples are used for data
analysis, and the one-dimensional data analysis is computed
by Fourier synthesis using a discrete set of Fourier
coefficients fn as described in [69,70]. A problem in this
approach is the exact relation between Bragg peak intensity
and the Fourier coefficients, taking into account the effects of
absorption, polarization, specular and non-specular Fresnel
reflectivity components, and illumination correction by a
single correction factor or several multiplicative terms, often
termed Lorentz factors in analogy to powder scattering. In
contrast to this empirical scheme we have developed a model
for membrane stacks and single bilayers based on semi-
kinematical scattering theory and least-square fitting of the
entire reflectivity curves [66–68]. In this model the bilayer
density profile ρ(z) and the associated form factor F (qz) is
parameterized by variable number N of Fourier coefficients is
taken to describe the model density profile ρ(z), where N is
adapted to the resolution of the measurement. The structure
factor of the stack and the bilayer form factor can be
separately specified [67], e.g. according to the experimental
conditions, e.g. for weak or for strong thermal fluctuations
depending on the hydration state [68,71]. By comparison of
this model with the empirical Fourier synthesis approach, we
have developed a calibration method for the (Lorentz)
correction factor [59,66]. The comparison validates the
Fourier synthesis approach with an appropriate correction
factor for low fluctuation levels.
Aligned multilamellar stacks with number of bilayers in the
range N≃1000–5000 of alamethicin/lipid and magainin/lipid
model systems have been prepared by spreading from organic
solvent on silicon wafers, as described in [59,67]. Alamethicin
has been prepared in bilayers of the following lipids: DLPC,
DMPC, DPPC, DOPC, POPC as well as a DMPC/DMPG (1:1)
mixture. The experiments have been carried out at the D4
bending magnet station, at photon energy of E=20 keV. The
sample temperature was set to T=45 °C to ensure that the
bilayers were in the fluid Lα phase. Partial hydration was
imposed by a water reservoir placed beneath the samples. To
give an example, Fig. 3(a) shows a representative P/L series for
alamethicin/DMPC along with the fits shown as solid lines, and
(b) some of the corresponding density profiles. In (a), the curves
are shifted vertically for clarity. The reflectivity curves are
plotted as a function of the vertical momentum transfer qz after
subtraction of the diffuse scattering (offset scan), and after
Fig. 3. (a) Reflectivity of multilamellar samples of DMPC with increasing concentration P/L of alamethicin in the fluid Lα phase at partial hydration with simulation
(solid line), shifted for clarity. (b) Electron density profiles ρ(z), obtained by fitting. (c) Bilayer thickness dpp and (d) shape parameter E as a function of P/L.
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chamber resulted in d≃48 Å, for DMPC. This is an ideal
condition for structural analysis, since the water layer is thick
enough to warrant that the bilayer structure is not significantly
changed by hydration. At the same time it is small enough to
quench thermal fluctuations, leading up to 7 lamellar Bragg
peaks, and a measurable signal up to qz≃1 Å−1. (b) shows the
density profiles ρ(z) corresponding to the fits in (a). As usual we
define the bilayer thickness as the distance between the two
headgroup maxima (more precisely the maxima associated with
the phosphorous group) dpp. Aside from the bilayer thickness
dpp another important parameter of ρ(z) is the shape parameter
E which we define as the ratio between the electron density
contrast of the side maximum to the main minima in ρ(z), i.e.
E=(ρheadgroup−ρH2O)/(ρheadgroup−ρchain). In (c) and (d), the
variations of dpp and E, respectively, are plotted against P/L.
The bilayer thickness is first found to decrease, and then jumps
up at P/L=0.04. This membrane thinning effect was first
observed by Huey Huang and coworkers for a number of
antimicrobial peptides, including alamethicin. It was explained
on the basis of bilayer thickness perturbations and elasticity
theory. According to this theory, stress induced by adsorption of
peptides at the surface is relaxed at a critical concentration P/L*,
when the peptides indent into the bilayer. The transition is thus
denoted as a transition between the S (surface) and I (inserted)
states. The initial thinning effect also depends on the swelling
state. According to our results, alamethicin/DMPC membranes
immersed in 14.2% polyethylene-glycol (PEG) solution
corresponding an osmotic pressure of 1.95 bar or a lamellarperiodicity d≃57 Å did not show a thinning effect [66]. When
all P/L points including the one at P/L=0.04 are fitted to a
straight line (dotted line in (c)), the slope is close to zero. A
pronounced decrease in the shape parameter E with P/L is
observed, as in most peptide/lipid systems. This can be
explained by a laterally inhomogenous local density profile
which leads to a smoothening of the measured averaged density
profile ρ(z). Note that a lateral variation of membrane thickness
originating from peptide adsorption is in agreement with a
recent atomic force microscopy study [72].
Fig. 4(a) shows the reflectivity curves of magainin in a
bilayer of DMPC/DMPG, shifted again for clarity, and with the
associated model fits. The corresponding density profiles are
displayed in (b). A bilayer thickening is observed with
increasing P/L. At the same time E(P/L) is decreasing. Both
trends are thus just opposite to the case of alamethicin/(DMPC/
DMPG). Reflectivity curves in rather thin stacks of (c) POPC
and (d) (POPC/POPS) are also shown to illustrate the strong
disordering effect of magainin on anionic membranes. Note that
the samples in (c, d) are stacks of relatively few bilayers (so-
called oligo-membranes) deposited by spin-coating [66,71]. In
contrast to the curves of zwitterionic PC headgroups in (c), the
lamellar fluctuations (disorder) are greatly enhanced by the
interaction of magainin with the charged PS headgroups, see
(d). For comparison, Fig. 5(a) and (b), show the fitted slopes of
dpp (P/L) and E(P/L), respectively, for several different
alamethicin/lipid sample series, and (c) and (d) present some
of the magainin results, again in different bilayer systems. The
thinning effect for alamethicin is generally weak, but observable
Fig. 4. (a) Reflectivity of multilamellar samples of DMPC/DMPG with increasing concentration P/L of magainin in the fluid Lα phase at partial hydration with
simulation (solid line), shifted for clarity, and (b) the corresponding electron density profiles ρ(z), obtained by fitting. For comparison, reflectivity curves are shown for
magainin in (c) POPC and (d) POPC/POPS mixtures. The interaction with anionic POPS leads to a particularly strong disordering effect.
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to high to determine a clear trend in DLPC, DMPC and DOPC.
A pronounced decrease in the shape parameter E with P/L is
also observed in most alamethicin samples systems, with the
exception of the (DMPC/DMPG) mixtures. In contrast to
alamethicin, the changes in dpp (P/L) are much more
pronounced for magainin. The modulus of the fitted slopes
are about tenfold higher. Thinning is observed for all
zwitterionic PC headgroup lipids, while the mixtures containing
anionic PS or PG headgroups exhibit a clear thickening of the
bilayer with increasing P/L. We explain this effect by the
interaction of the highly positively chargedmagainin (Z≃4–5 at
neutral pH) to the anionic headgroups, leading to a decrease of
the area per headgroup by screening of repulsive forces between
adjacent headgroups and hence to a thickening of the bilayer.
Finally, (d) quantifies the increasing lamellar fluctuations for
magainin in (POPC/POPS) bilayers [66]. The model underlying
the corresponding fits in Fig. 4(d) contains the unitless Caille
parameter η, see paragraph below, which is plotted against P/L.
Thermal fluctuations are typically weak for solid supported
membranes, since the wafer surface imposes a flat boundary
condition. Therefore, at partial hydration levels, e.g. of 1.5 nm
water in between PC bilayers, the effect of thermal fluctuations
can be neglected. However fluctuations and/or lamellar disorder
becomes important in solid supported bilayers under conditions
of full hydration, see [71,68]. Magainin in anionic membranes
presents an exception to this rule, since it induces strong
fluctuations or disorder even at partial hydration. Note thatmany studies report a strong interaction of magainin with
anionic membranes, e.g. due to enhanced binding constants. In
this study, the P/L ratios are fixed by the preparation for all
lipids alike, and the differences between zwitterionic and
charged headgroups can therefore not simply be attributed to
different binding constants, but to difference in the bound state!
Finally, let us briefly mention nonspecular (diffuse)
reflectivity as a tool to quantify height fluctuations and lateral
inhomogeneities in lipid bilayers containing antimicrobial
peptides. This scattering contribution close to the specular
beam at small but non-zero lateral momentum transfer q∥
arises from lateral inhomogeneities. While density fluctua-
tions or domain formation in the bilayer can also contribute
to this scattering, it is in most cases dominated by the
membrane fluctuations and the associated height–height
correlation functions [73,64,74,11,75]. The scattering is
typically modelled from smectic elasticity theory, based on the
curvature free energy functional (continuous representation)
H=V ¼ 1
2
B
∂u
∂z
 2
þ 1
2
K j2xyu
 2
, where u(x, y, z) is a conti-
nuum displacement field of the membranes with respect to a
perfect lattice in the local coordinate system. B[J/m3] and K
[J/m] are the bulk moduli for compression and curvature, with
K related to the bending modulus of a single membrane
according to K=Ks/d.
Fig. 6 illustrates the increasing level of non-specular
(diffuse) scattering with P/L for magainin in DMPC, as
measured by rocking scans at the first Bragg peak position.
Fig. 5. (a) Bilayer thickness changes for alamethicin: The fitted linear slope of the dpp (P/L) curves for alamethicin in various lipids and lipid mixtures, sequenced as a
function of initial bilayer thickness. (b) Evolution of the shape parameter E as defined in the text for alamethicin in various lipids and lipid mixtures. The fitted linear
slope of the E(P/L) reflects the flatting of the profile which is observed for all lipids except the anionic DMPC/DMPG mixture. (c) Bilayer thickness changes for
magainin are much more pronounced than for alamethicin. While bilayer thinning is observed for PC headgroups, thickening is observed for all anionic membrane
systems. (d) Increase in positional fluctuations (lamellar disorder) as a function of P/L for magainin in POPC/POPS.
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P/L since the membranes swell to higher d-spacings at high
concentrations. The samples have been spread from TFEFig. 6. (a, b) The ratio of diffuse to specular scattering increases with P/L for many m
example of magainin in DMPC in the fluid phase at partial hydration. Rocking s
concentrations, normalized to one. (b) The ratios of the sharp specular peak to the rela
correspond to the concentration just below the peptide insertion (S to I transition, sesolution and exhibited strong static defects [59]. Note that the
sample preparation has also a strong effect on lamellar defect
structures and hence also on the non-specular (diffuse)odel systems of lipid bilayers containing antimicrobial peptides. (a) Shows the
cans through the first Bragg peak are shown on logarithmic scale for several
tively flat diffuse background are plotted for the curves of (a). The minimummay
e text).
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ing (see above), the non-specular scattering in aligned multi-
lamellar films at small q∥ is often dominated by static disorder
[76]. We can summarize that an increase of positional
fluctuations with peptide concentration, either due to thermal
or static disorder, has been observed for almost all systems
investigated and seems to be a quite general result. While we
have studied the magainin/DMPC system in greater detail by X-
ray and neutron diffuse scattering [77,78], we observed the
strongest disordering effect for magainin in POPS/POPC
mixtures. For this system, already the reflectivity curves
indicate an exceptionally strong disordering effect.
4. Lipid–peptide ordering and acyl chain packing
The response of a lipid membrane to binding or insertion of
antibiotic peptides is an important aspect of the thermody-
namics of lipid–peptide interaction. A significant structural
change can take place in the ordering of lipid chains, when a
peptide binds on the surface or indents in the membrane. We
have investigated the short range ordering of acyl chains as a
function of peptide concentration for magainin and alamethicin
in different phospholipid membranes by mapping the scattering
intensity reflecting the short range ordering of the hydrocarbonFig. 7. (a) Strong changes in the intensity of the chain correlation peak are observed w
peak intensity S(qz≃0, q∥≃1.4 Å−1) is plotted as a function of P/L, yielding an avera
significantly perturbed. (c) A possible microscopic picture of the strain arising from
bilayer, and (d) top view schematic of the membrane plane with the adsorbed peptidtails. As an example, Fig. 7 shows the results obtained in the
fluid phase of magainin/DMPC mixtures, indicating a strong
non-linear decrease of scattering intensity with peptide-to-lipid
ratio (P/L) which cannot be explained if the chains are only
disordered or perturbed locally next to the peptide. Instead, a
collective response must take place. In the simplest model,
peptides are randomly distributed in the plane of the membrane,
according to a 2D Poisson-distribution point field, see the
sketch in Fig. 7. Assuming that each peptide in the plane affects
a disk-shaped area of the bilayer with radius R, the intensity
should vary as I (P/L)= Ires+ (1− Ires) I exp[− (P/L) πR2/AL],
where Ires is the residual scattering intensity (normalized to the
unperturbed system) of the perturbed chains, and AL is the area
per lipid headgroup. In the case of magainin/DMPC, a least-
square fit to this equation as shown in Fig. 7 yields a radius
R≃6.2 nm and a residual scattering intensity of 17% [79]. In
other words, peptide adsorption reduces the chain order in an
area of about 120 nm2 by more than 80%. This result underlines
the cooperativity of the bilayer response to a local perturbation.
The relaxation length of a perturbation can be modelled by
bilayer elasticity theory, which predicts that the bilayer
perturbation due to an inserted peptide or protein relaxes over
a length scale, which scales as Λ=(δκ/(4Ks))
1/4, with δ is the
equilibrium bilayer thickness, κ the bending rigidity and Ks theith peptide to lipid ratio (P/L), e.g. in the system magainin / DMPC [77]. (b) The
ge radius R≃6.2 nm around the peptide [79], within which the chain packing is
frustrated packing of chains, which results in a nonuniform height profile of the
es (S state) surrounded by grey discs, indicating the strain fields.
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sibility modulus), see [80] and references therein. The scattering
intensity decrease with P/L attributed to chain disordering was
qualitatively observed for different lipid compositions, but is
quantitatively different for different lipids and peptides. This
effect could be used to measure the specific structural
destabilization or disordering effects of antimicrobial peptides,
but it also seems to change with hydration state. Note also that
in cases of transmembrane helices with positive hydrophobic
mismatch (e.g. with a hydrophobic length larger than that of the
membrane) bilayer thickening can also lead to an increase in
acyl chain ordering. Experiments on viral membrane peptides,
namely on SARS E protein have shown a decrease of intensity
but also in some cases a sharpening of the chain correlation peak
with P/L [81], in contrast to antimicrobial peptides.
To understand these results in more detail, we recall that
the short range ordering of hydro-carbon chains in phospho-
lipid bilayers leads to a characteristic scattering intensity
distribution, the so-called chain correlation peak. This peak
can be probed by bulk scattering (wide angle X-ray
scattering), but scattering from aligned membranes in the
geometry of grazing incidence diffraction allows much higher
signal to noise ratios, which is needed since the peak is weak
in the fluid phase [82]. The peak shifts and sharpens in a
quasi-continuous manner at the main phase transition (P′β−Lα)
[77], reflecting the increasing correlation length of lipid chain
ordering. The acyl chain packing of oriented membrane stacks
as a function of antimicrobial peptide binding can be probed
by reciprocal space mappings (RSM). In an RSM, the
scattering intensity is recorded as a function of two
coordinates, the momentum transfer parallel and perpendicular
to the bilayer, over a wide range and at high resolution. The
two-dimensional intensity distribution is then analyzed with
respect to inter-chain distances, correlation length of the short
range ordering, distribution of chain tilt angles, and the radial
distribution function of the quasi 2D liquid structure. A
comparison has been made with Molecular Dynamics data
[83], by direct Fourier transformation of the atomic coordi-
nates [65]. This approach helps to interpret scattering data, and
conversely may be used to refine the starting configuration
and parameters of a simulation. Using theories of 2D liquids
and the experimental result of a Lorentzian peak lineshape,
one can show that the 2D density–density correlation function
for the acyl chains is in good approximation given by
g rð Þg1þ I
np
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
q0
2p
r
er=nﬃﬃ
r
p cos q0r  p=4ð Þ, where the correla-
tion length is determined from the lateral width of the chain
correlation maximum ξ=H W H M −1 , q0 is the measured peak
position, and I its amplitude. Furthermore, the inter-chain
distance a, defined as the first maximum of g(r), can be
directly calculated from qo according to a=9π/(4q0), which
differs slightly from the naive guess a=2π/q0. If the direct
comparison with the MD data set holds, the area per lipid chain
A can be calculated by A≃1.52 (9π/4q0)2 [65]. Recently, the
excitation energies of the collective density waves in the plane
of lipid membranes on the order of several meV (and the
corresponding frequencies) have been measured by inelasticneutron scattering at the lipid correlation peak [84]. It was
speculated that these collective dynamics and the associated
dispersion relations may play a role in the self-diffusion and in
the transport properties of small molecules through the bilayer.
5. Peptide conformation, secondary structure, and helix
scattering
Transmembrane helices are the predominant structural
element of membrane spanning domains of polypeptides
associated with the lipid bilayer. Apart from membrane
proteins, many short peptides are known to adopt a helical
conformation at the lipid bilayers. Antimicrobial peptides can
also indent with the helix in transmembrane orientation. Tilt
angles of the helical axis, rotation angle around this axis, degree
of helicity and the interaction and association of several helices
are important parameters, providing a structural basis for some
biological functions. Diffraction from highly aligned, multi-
lamellar samples can be used to probe secondary structure of
antimicrobial peptides in model membranes. However, the
majority of studies on peptide conformation at lipid bilayers use
spectroscopic techniques such as solid state NMR [2] and
circular dichroism (CD) on oriented samples rather than
scattering is used to detect the peptide conformation at the
bilayer, e.g. the orientation of a transmembrane helix, since a
direct scattering signal of the peptides themselves is difficult to
detect. It is less known, that scattering signals directly
associated with polypeptide structure of membrane proteins
can be detected in oriented membranes, even in the native state,
as illustrated by the example of bacteriorhodopsin in purple
membranes [85]. The helix scattering peak could be measured
as a function of temperature to structurally characterize the
denaturing pathway of bacteriorhodopsin.
Huang and coworkers have studied different antimicrobial
peptides (gramicidin, magainin, alamethicin, melittin, prote-
grin) in aligned membranes over the last decade by CD, neutron
and X-ray scattering, see [4] and references therein. By CD they
evidenced concentration dependent phase transitions occurring
at a critical P/L from the parallel to an inserted state of the α-
helical peptides (e.g. for alamethicin see [86], for magainin
[87]). The two states (parallel to the bilayer and inserted in the
bilayer) were interpreted as the functionally inactive and
functionally active states, respectively. The sigmoidal concen-
tration dependence e.g. of the alamethicin activity was related to
the transition [86], see also the previous paragraph. The
mechanism of the transition itself was explained by membrane
elasticity.
Diffraction on oriented bilayer systems offers several
options to detect the conformation of a peptide, some direct
and some indirect. Consider e.g. the orientation of a
transmembrane helix as a paradigmatic example. (i) Changes
in the density profile of the bilayer can be interpreted in terms
of where the peptide is located [11]. For example, several
studies report a thinning of the bilayer resulting from insertion
of peptides [88], or investigate the concept of hydrophobic
matching, i.e. the local matching of the hydrophobic sections
of the bilayer to the inserted peptide (Gramicidin) [89,90]. (ii)
Fig. 8. (a) Measured intensity distribution (reciprocal space mapping) of alamethicin/DLPC at P/L=0.05 in the fluid phase. The broad peak at qz≃1.4 Å−1 can be
attributed to scattering of a helix with a broad distribution of helix tilt angles [65]. (top) Bending and hinge motion of an partial inserted helix are also predicted by MD
simulations, adapted from [92]. The modelled intensity distribution for alamethicin with the helical axis vertical and horizontal is shown in (b and c), respectively [65].
Note that a broad distribution of tilt angles has been assumed for (b). The basis for the calculation was the crystal structure deposited in the Brookhaven data bank.
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can be quantified [79] (see previous section). (iii) Partial (short
range) ordering of oligomeric (pore-forming) peptides can be
detected by scattering with momentum transfer parallel to the
membrane. The intensity distribution can be modelled
primarily in terms of pore size, but also more indirectly in
terms of orientation and conformation [4]. (iv) Most directly,
the secondary structure of the polypeptide can be measured at
high q∥ and qz, yielding for example the orientation, the pitch,
and eventually the distribution of tilt angles of a helix, see Fig.
8 (alamethicin helix).
Thus, a direct signal of the peptides can be measured in form
of an intra-molecular interference function (molecular form
factor), in oriented systems as a result of a very low background.
A first qualitative illustration of the form factor contribution to
the RSM is given by computing the form factor F (q) of the
alamethicin α-helix in transmembrane orientation, based on the
atomic coordinates deposited in the Brookhaven protein data
bank (PDB code: 1AMT). The strong streak in Fig. 8 at
qz≃1.4 Å−1 is absent in pure DLPC and grows continuously
with P/L. It is significantly lower than the crystal value at
1.1 Å−1. Furthermore the peak is on and not off the qz-axis. It
can be attributed to the helix, yielding a pitch of P=4.49 Å for
the transmembrane helix in DLPC. Note that the broadening
and position of the peak can only be explained if a broad
distribution of helix tilt angles is assumed [91]. The distribution
of tilt angles may be related to a hinge motion or bending
induced by proline 14 of alamethicin, which destabilizes the α-
helix, as observed also in MD simulations, see Fig. 8(a) top,
adapted from [92]. In the case of magainin2/DMPC, an
enhanced scattering signal has also been observed at the
expected position, evidencing a transmembrane orientation at
high P/L [77,79].6. Correlations of antimicrobial peptides in the plane of the
membrane
At high concentrations, antimicrobial peptides such as
magainin or alamethicin insert into the lipid bilayer with the
helical axis pointing in the transmembrane (vertical) direction.
This can be evidenced from structural techniques using the helix
peak scattering, see the previous section, or from spectroscopic
techniques such a circular dichroism. The transition from the
parallel to the inserted state is most probably linked to the
formation of oligomeric pores. In the literature, pores of the so-
called barrel-stave or toroidal type are distinguished. Other than
from conductance measurements, pores are very difficult to
characterize structurally. If pronounced lateral correlations
between pores exist, a correlation peak attributed to liquid
like ordering of pores can be observed in neutron or X-ray
scattering, as first been shown by Huey Huang and coworkers.
Phases of quasi hard sphere liquids, composed of oligomeric
pores in the bilayer are discussed in [4], and references therein.
The measurements have been carried out on aligned lipid films,
and can be detected by an area detector in transmission using
sample tilts as discussed in [93]. However, the correlation peak
is typically paralleled by another peak due to extended lamellar
defects as well as circular rings of Bragg peaks stemming from
poor mosaicity or liquid-crystalline defects of the oily streak
type, which makes the analysis and interpretation difficult.
Using synchrotron X-ray and neutron scattering, Münster et al.
did not identify such pore-related correlation peaks for
magainin and alamethecin in different systems of charged and
uncharged lipid membranes, possibly to due to a lack of contrast
or small scattering volume. The only diffraction maxima
observed were always present also in the pure lipids [77,82],
and therefore were attributed exclusively to defect structures.
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in the fluid phase, at least more than ten degrees above the main
phase transition. Later, we have performed temperature-
dependent measurements on alamethicin and magainin in
DMPC, and were able to detect sharp super-structure peaks
(gel phase) and correlation maxima (fluid phase) depending on
the hydration state and temperature. However, to observe this
signal, it was necessary to stay relatively close to the main phase
transition. Note that the correlation peaks should not be
confused with the off-axis peaks of the ripple phase typical
for lipids which exhibit a P′β phase with tilted chains
intermediate between the Pβ gel and the fluid phase.
The case of weak fluid-like correlations between pores close
to full hydration and the case of crystallization under conditions
of dehydration (osmotic pressure) mainly in the gel phase must
be distinguished. Experimentally the evidence is very clear if
quasi long-range order between peptides occurs, as indicated by
super-structure peaks (satellites to the lamellar peaks). This is an
indication of peptide crystallization, which was observed at high
P/L upon dehydration [94], as well as in the gel phase just belowFig. 9. Temperature-dependent scattering intensity distribution recorded in the forwa
(column B) and DMPC / alamethicin at P/L=1 : 25 (column C). The temperature inthe main phase transitional (alamethicin and magainin), see Fig.
9 [95]. This case of three-dimensional crystallization character-
ized by ordering of peptides with respect to all bilayers of one
domain has to be distinguished both from two-dimensional (2D)
crystallization. Two-dimensional (2D) ordering is found for
example in the hexagonal protein lattice of bacteriorhodopsin.
The 2Dmelting transition, the phase diagram, and the quasi-long
range correlations of the protein or in the 2D protein lattices have
been characterized by X-ray scattering and lineshape analysis
[96]. 2D crystallisation in the membrane is also known from
bacterial S-layers. It is unclear whether 2D crystalline phases
also exist for antimicrobial peptides. Note that none of these 2D
or 3D crystalline phases gives a scattering pattern which can be
exploited for high resolution structural analysis, due to small
domain size, and isotropic distribution (powder average) in the
plane of the bilayers. The liquid like correlation in the plane of
the bilayer are probably more relevant for physiological
conditions, and appear over a wider range of temperature and
osmotic pressure than the 2D or 3D crystalline phases. Yet, they
are more difficult to be observed. We have carried outrd direction (GISAXS) for DMPC (column A), DMPC / magainin at P/L=1 : 20
creases from top to bottom.
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different osmotic pressures. The correlation peak was mapped
with an area detector in reflection geometry (grazing incidence
small-angle scattering). The position and width of the peptide
correlation peak was determined as a function of peptide-to-lipid
ratio P/L. The average spacing between pores was found to
increase with dilution of peptides as expected (Constantin et al,
to be published).
As an example for the T-dependent diffraction results, Fig. 9
shows the results on three different samples, all placed in the
same humidity cell, and probed at identical variable temperature
at fixed partial hydration (water reservoir) as a function of T
upon heating. The peptide samples correspond to concentrations
above the critical concentration. The temperature was slowly
heated up in the chamber while taking exposures on all three
samples. The samples were initially in gel or sub-gel phases. The
grazing incidence reciprocal space mappings in the small angle
region (GISAXS) were recorded with an image plate detector
and are shown at three selected temperatures for pure DMPC
(column A), DMPC / magainin2 at P/L=1 : 20 (column B) and
DMPC/ alamethicin at P/L=1 : 25 (column C). In the temper-
ature scans, additional peaks appeared near the Bragg sheets for
the samples of DMPC with magainin and DMPC with
alamethicin, while these patterns were not observed in pure
DMPC. They can be interpreted as a peptide induced crystal-
lization of supramolecular structures. Similar scattering patterns
have also been reported in [94]. The phase sequence of the pure
DMPC sample was Lc→Pβ→Lα. No off-axis peaks appeared at
the intermediate phase, i.e. no rippled phase occurred, possibly
due to the partial hydration state and/or temperature history,
since this was the first temperature ramp up after keeping the
samples in the freezer. The two other samples did not undergo an
intermediate phase. The magainin sample was already in the Pβ
phase at the initial temperature. At the phase transition to the Lα
phase, additional off-axis peaks occurred (second row). These
peaks stem from a ripple superstructure or a super-structure of
magainin pores, or possibly a combination of both. Note that the
tilted pattern resembles the patterns of the ripple phases (P′β) in
pure lipids which undergo this intermediate phase at the main
phase transition. The sample with alamethicin started in the sub-
gel Lc phase, like the pure DMPC bilayers, however it did not
exhibit the Pβ phase. At the phase transition to the fluid Lα phase
off-axis peaks also occurred, with the qz-value exactly in-
between two Bragg sheets and at q||≃0.1 Å−1. This pattern is
distinctly different from the ripple pattern and can be interpreted
as a crystallization of alamethicin pores that are ordered on a
hexagonal lattice in the membrane plane and with an AB
stacking in the z-direction. From the q||-value, a pore–pore
distance of 73 Å can be calculated. Possibly, the hexagonal
structure can be found either upon dehydration of the stack
followed from a thickening of the bilayer or in the vicinity of the
main transition. In the fluid phase, the crystalline super-structure
melts, and the peaks are replaced by weak and broad correlation
maxima. This short range ordering effect is observed over a
wider T-range and has been investigated as function of peptide
dilution P/L by Constantin et al. (to be published). These results
show that the partitioning and ordering of antimicrobial peptidesin model membranes is strongly affected by the main transition
of the lipid. The main phase transition and the associated
changes in bilayer properties can therefore be used as a tool to
investigate the interaction of antimicrobial peptides and lipids.
7. Outlook
Important challenges in the structural biology of antibiotic
peptides are linked to the questions: how does the conformation
and interaction of antibiotic peptides depend on the type of
membrane? To answer this, the diffraction methods discussed in
this review should be applied to a wider range of different lipid
compositions. Mixtures representing the eukaryotic membrane
(in particular the mammalian cytoplasmic membrane rich in PC,
SM, PS and cholosterol should be compared to models
representative of bacterial membranes rich in PG and PE.
Further technical advancement should focus on (i) the helix
scattering and direct detection of the molecular form factors by
two-dimensional reciprocal space mapping, (ii) standardization
of reflectivity analysis, and the development of dedicated
software including the effects of thermal and static defects, (iii)
use of anomalous scattering for contrast variation, (iv)
measurements of the dynamic structure factor S(Yq ,ω) by
inelastic X-ray [97] and neutron [84] scattering, (v) and
combined refinement of scattering analysis and MD simulations
[98]. Finally, synergies between advanced scattering methods
and spectroscopic techniques should be exploited.
Note added in proof
While in production, the manuscript of a MD simulation on
pore formation in magain/DPPC [99] has been brought to our
attention. The simulations are highly interesting for comparison
to experiments results.
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